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Abstract
Wireless sensor networks (sensornets) enable distributed sensing, opening up sensing
possibilities not previously available. One application of sensornets is online, non-
intrusive power transformer monitoring. Despite the high cost of transformer failures,
power transformers often have little or no online monitoring. It has been shown that
vibration monitoring is a suitable means of monitoring a transformer’s health, as
internal vibrations caused by magnetostriction and other sources propagate to the
transformer tank. It has therefore been proposed that a sensornet be used to monitor
power transformers by measuring vibration at various points on the transformer tank.
As such, a sensornet for distributed measurement and data logging is presented. This
sensornet consists of three parts: sensor motes, a base mote and data logging software.
The sensor motes and base mote are all TelosB motes programmed with TinyOS. The
sensor motes are kept purposely simple, while control of the network is managed by
the base mote. The base mote provides a global reference clock, requests sampling to
begin, and recovers lost data packets. The flooding time synchronisation protocol is
used for clock dissemination and timestamping.
The sensornet protocol was analysed through empirical tests and simulation. A sen-
sornet of initially three, then later fifteen sensor motes was tested under controlled
conditions to verify its operation. It is shown that applied frequencies and amplitudes
are correctly represented, although amplitudes were less accurate at low input volt-
ages. The analogue to digital converter samples each channel consecutively. As such,
there is a delay between each sampled channel. This was shown to be approximately
22.765 µs, within range of the expected value. Flooding time synchronisation proto-
col timestamps enabled data from different motes to be synchronised in time, with a
resolution of 30.5 µs. The sensor mote timestamps were typically within 1 to 2 clock
cycles of each other. Phase comparisons between channels on different motes can be
performed, but with limited accuracy due to the offsets between mote timestamps.
Additionally, the system was tested with accelerometers attached and operated as ex-
pected. Finally the sensornet was operated under conditions emulating the proposed
application. Two networks were mounted on a three phase, 200 V isolation trans-
former, one network only measuring a single axis, with the other measuring three
axes. These tests clearly showed the 100 Hz frequency component predominantly
caused by magnetostriction in the core. Further work is required to interpret the
measurements.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Wireless sensor networks
Wireless sensor networks (sensornets) form a relatively new field that has grown
rapidly through advances in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), wireless tech-
nology and the availability of small, low power micro-controllers [13]. Sensornets are
ad hoc networks of small, (supposedly) low cost, low power devices known as motes.
Motes have sensing and sometimes actuating capabilities. These motes usually com-
municate using radio frequency (RF) communication, however optical motes have
been proposed [89] as have acoustic motes for underwater sensornets [3].
Sensornets have been used or proposed for numerous applications. They are able to
provide spatial data over large areas for long periods of time and are suited for many
monitoring applications. These applications include monitoring of Leach’s Storm-
Petrels’ nesting [55] and structural monitoring of a heritage building [10].
The challenges of sensornets are all tied to the motes having limited resources, most
notably a limited power source. Motes are usually battery powered, with very few
having access to mains power. Some motes use energy harvesting techniques to provide
longer term operation. Solar energy and vibration are 2 potential sources of energy for
motes [15]. Motes typically use low power micro-controllers and are therefore limited
to the size and complexity of the firmware loaded. Common Internet protocols are
not typically suited for use directly on motes due to the limited resources. Many
sensornets use the IEEE 802.15.4 low-rate wireless personal area network standard
that operates up to 250 000 bits per second (bps) and has a maximum data packet
size of 127 bytes [37]. Routing, security, reliable data transfer, mote location and time
synchronisation are some of the issues being tackled by the community.
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A proposed application for a sensornet is to form part of a transformer condition
monitoring system. It is envisioned that sensor motes will be placed on high power
transformers and other electrical distribution equipment to non-intrusively monitor
the state of the equipment. The motes will collect data and transfer these data
to a gateway with more processing power and storage, and a connection to other
computer networks. Processing may be performed in the sensornet, on the gateway
and on remote computers. It is hoped that this system will be able to detect problems
with the equipment to prevent failures from occurring. This application forms part of
ongoing work in the Centre for Instrumentation Research (CIR) at the Cape Peninsula
University of Technology (CPUT).
1.2 Transformer condition monitoring
The cost of unscheduled electrical network downtime is high, yet power transformers
often lack instrumentation or have limited monitoring [72]. On-line monitoring of
power transformers could provide sufficient information to enable effective preventa-
tive maintenance with minimal downtime.
Cardoso and Oliveira [9] present a summary of the causes of transformer failures with
data from two transformer reliability surveys. They present the failure distribution
and typical downtime, which is shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Distribution of transformer failure causes with typical associated down-
time. Reprinted from [9].
It can be seen from the figure that the transformer windings are the most common
and the most severe cause of transformer failure shown. Not shown in the figure,
because it was only included in 1 of the 2 surveys, are failures caused by on-load-tap-
changer (OLTC) faults [9]. Kang et al. [39] note that OLTCs contribute the majority
18
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of transformer faults.
Abu-Elanien and Salama [1] present a survey on transformer condition monitoring.
They list the 5 methods of transformer monitoring: thermal, vibration, dissolved gas,
partial discharge and frequency response analysis. The authors conclude that further
work is required for most methods to be used for condition monitoring.
We have chosen to begin our condition monitoring system using vibration measure-
ments. Vibration analysis seems promising with a number of studies in the area
[6, 25, 26, 67, 74]. Kang et al. have shown that vibration monitoring can be used
to detect OLTC faults [39], while vibration monitoring can also be used to indicate
winding and core problems [74].
The vibrations measured at the transformer tank surface are the result of a number
of factors illustrated in Figure 1.2. The largest cause of vibration is magnetostriction
in the core [7]. Magnetostrictive forces cause the laminations of which the core is
comprised to vary in size with the changing magnetic field, i.e. at twice the supply
frequency. The movement should be longitudinal, however, irregularities in the lami-
nations, spaces between laminations, edge regions of the core, stresses from clamping
and areas of differing permeability cause transverse movement [25, 22]. Magnetostric-
tion is nonlinear with respect to flux density and so causes the vibration to include
harmonics and not be a pure 100 Hz sine wave. The other factors mentioned worsen
the harmonics.
Vibration of the transformer windings are caused by the interaction of leakage flux
with the current in the windings. The winding vibrations are mostly dependant
on current in the windings and therefore the loading of the transformer [25]. The
vibrations from the core and windings are transferred through mechanical coupling
and acoustically through the oil to the transformer tank. The construction of the
tank further affects the vibration.
Core and winding vibrations can be determined in oﬄine tests, though Shengchang
et. al [74] propose a method of differentiating between core and winding vibration
without placing the transformer in a no load condition.
1.3 Work presented
This thesis presents the design and implementation of a distributed data logger in the
form of a sensornet. The sensornet was proposed to collect vibration measurements
for analysis. This application required the selection of appropriate sensornet hardware
19
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Figure 1.2: Vibration causes and propagation in a transformer. Adapted from [59].
and software. The widely used TelosB mote was chosen as the sensornet hardware
platform with TinyOS as the embedded operating system. Vibration measurements
were taken with LIS352AX 3-axis analogue accelerometers. These were chosen for
the following electrical properties: low current consumption and suitable operating
voltage range.
The sensornet consisted of three parts: sensor motes, a base mote and a data logger
application. The sensor motes ran simple data sampling and forwarding software con-
trolled by the base mote, which provided global time to the sensor motes, provided
control packets to configure the sensor motes and tracked lost data packets to provide
reliable communication. Global time was provided using the flooding time synchroni-
sation protocol (FTSP). The data logger buffered all received data and wrote the data
to comma separated values (CSV) files that could be imported into a spreadsheet or
an analysis program like MATLAB. MATLAB was used to analyse and visualise the
data.
The motes were required to be time synchronised to facilitate measurement of phase
differences between spatially separated sensors.
Results show that the system operated as expected, though data packet losses were
higher than results from simulations, with accurate reproduction of signals in the
frequency domain, but with some amplitude inaccuracies at very small input voltages
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in the time domain. Inter-channel delays were approximately 22.765 µs, suggesting
slower internal clocks than the typical 5 MHz analogue to digital converter clock source
that produced 21.8 µs delays between channels. FTSP timestamps enabled data from
different motes to be synchronised in time, with a resolution of 30.5 µs. The tests
showed timestamps on motes to be typically within 1 to 2 clock cycles of each other.
Phase comparisons between channels on different motes can be performed, but with
limited accuracy due to these offsets.
1.4 Limits and purpose
This research was limited to working with a single hop network and, although a range
of sensors could be interfaced with the sensor motes, only accelerometers were used.
A sample application is presented to illustrate a proposed use of the system, but
interpretation of the results obtained from testing under the application conditions
was outside the scope of the project.
This work forms part of a larger project to develop a condition monitoring system for
power transformers.
1.5 Outline
A summary of the thesis outline is shown in Figure 1.3. There are 3 logical parts to
the body of the thesis.
Chapter 2 discusses the available mote hardware and software. The chosen hard-
ware platform—the TelosB mote—and software—TinyOS—are described. Chapter
3 presents related sensornet protocols, while Chapter 4 compares prominent time
synchronisation protocols and justifies the decision for using the flooding time syn-
chronisation protocol.
Chapter 5 describes some of the preliminary designs for the data collection sensornet,
in order to illustrate the incremental design, while Chapter 6 details the current
design, including mote and computer software and sensor selection.
The sensornet protocol is analysed and results of a simulation compared with empirical
results in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 displays and discusses the results of testing the base
system, i.e. the system without sensors attached. Results from tests using sensors in
a controlled laboratory environment, and an application of the system on an isolation
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transformer, are provided in Chapter 9.
Finally, the document is concluded and future work is considered.
Figure 1.3: Outline of thesis.
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Chapter 2
Sensornet building blocks
2.1 Mote hardware
There are a number of sensornet platforms available based on 8-bit micro-controllers
[53, 61] through to 32-bit micro-controllers [60]. A widely used mote platform is the
Telos revision B (TelosB) mote. The Telos mote was designed at the University of
California, Berkeley (UCB) [70] and has been manufactured by a number of compa-
nies. One of the newer variants of the TelosB mote is the Epic core, designed by
Dutta while at UCB [20]. The Epic core is not a complete mote but only contains the
core components, allowing for rapid development of custom mote hardware around
a predeveloped core. The Epic core platform is supported by the TinyOS operating
system, facilitating easy software development.
It was decided that it would be beneficial to use an available platform rather than
developing a new one, as it would already be tested, have software available and have
community or company support. The TelosB platform was chosen as described below.
2.1.1 TelosB mote
The TelosB mote is similar to other 8-bit and 16-bit micro-controller based sensornet
platforms. Its key advantages are the ultra low power MSP430 micro-controller [82]
and its open design. The schematics and PCB design are available for download [86].
The mote is supported by multiple sensornet operating systems [18, 84]. In addition,
the author had access to a number of TelosB motes and experience in working with
these motes. The author also had access to Epic cores which could be used for
customising hardware for future work.
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A block diagram of the main components of a standard TelosB mote, such as those
produced by Crossbow, can be seen in Figure 2.1. Crossbow’s wireless sensor network
product lines now belong to Memsic [62].
Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the basic TelosB mote components.
The two main components of the TelosB mote are the MSP430 low power micro-
controller and the CC2420 2.4 GHz, IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radio [81] both from
Texas Instruments. The MSP430 can be clocked at 8 MHz, has 48 kB Flash memory
and 10 kB RAM, and has an integrated analogue to digital converter (ADC) [82]. The
mote has a 1 MB external Flash memory IC and a selection of onboard sensors. The
CC2420 radio IC is compliant with the 2003 version of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
[36]. The later 2006 version is backwards compatible with the older standard [37].
The standard TelosB mote has a USB connector for communicating with a computer,
for programming the mote and for getting power from a computer. The USB func-
tionality is provided by an FT232BM serial to USB converter [85].
Headers on the mote expose pins for the developer to use to interface the mote to
external hardware. Six ADC channels are available from the header.
Analogue to digital converter
The ADC on the mote is integrated into the MSP430F1611 micro-controller [82] and
has 12-bit resolution. The ADC is highly configurable with 8 channels, of which 6 are
connected to headers on the TelosB mote and are available externally. The ADC can
be clocked from multiple clock sources, including an internal 5 MHz oscillator. Sixteen
memory registers are associated with the ADC, allowing 16 consecutive samples to be
taken under the ADC subsystem’s control and facilitating different conversion modes.
The ADC can operate in 1 of 4 conversion modes [80]:
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Single-channel single-conversion — A single sample is obtained from a single
channel.
Sequence-of-channels — Up to 16 samples across multiple channels can be con-
verted.
Repeat-single-channel — A single channel is sampled repeatedly, with the sam-
pled values stored in the same memory register. The memory must be read after
each sample is complete so as not to lose data.
Repeat-sequence-of-channels — The sequence-of-channels mode gets repeated.
The samples must be read after each sequence to avoid data loss.
For all modes, except single-channel single-conversion, multiple samples can be taken
in rapid succession by setting the multiple sample and convert (MSC) bit (while in
pulse sample mode) [80]. Only the first sample in a sequence needs to be triggered
from a clock source when the MSC bit is set. The remaining samples are taken as
soon the the previous sample and conversion has completed.
The channels are therefore sampled independently, with only one channel sampled at
a time. As such there will always be a delay between samples, but by using the MSC
bit this can be kept as small as possible.
2.2 Mote software
There are many software options for programming mote hardware. These options
tend to depend on the hardware platform, although some platforms have multiple
options for software.
Some hardware platforms are programmed in C using libraries made available by the
hardware manufacturers. Sun Microsystems provides the Sun SPOT platform that is
programmed in Java [79].
Several embedded operating systems are available for motes. While the Imote2 can
run Linux [60], most motes require more modest operating systems.
TinyOS [84] and Contiki [18] are both widely used sensornet operating systems [17].
They are both open source operating systems, and have taken different approaches to
dealing with the constraints of sensornets. The most noticeable differences between
the two operating systems are that Contiki is programmed in C, implements threads
and uses dynamic memory allocation [19], whereas TinyOS is developed in nesC and
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has chosen to avoid threads and dynamic memory allocation [48]. However, threads
are now available in TinyOS through the TOSThreads library [43, 44].
TinyOS was chosen for this project as the author had previous experience with the
operating system.
2.2.1 TinyOS
TinyOS is an open source operating system for networked embedded devices. It is
designed to operate on very limited devices. TinyOS is written in nesC, an extension
of the C programming language, and was originally developed at UCB [32]. TinyOS
is an event driven operating system. It allows for modular code that encourages code
reuse and customisation.
TinyOS introduces 2 types of source code files. These are components and interfaces
[47]. Components are further split into modules and configurations. Modules con-
tain the program logic and state, while configurations list the connections between
components.
All program states in a component are static, i.e. have local scope, and communication
between components is done via the interfaces. Each component has a signature that
gives the component’s name, type (module or configuration), and the interfaces asso-
ciated with the component [28, 47]. Components are connected to each other through
common interfaces. These connections are defined in the configuration components.
The connecting of components through interfaces is known as wiring. This modularity
and wiring allows components to be easily replaced to provide differing functionality,
and to create abstractions from the hardware to enable porting to different platforms.
TinyOS has 3 levels of hardware abstraction [30], the hardware presentation layer
(HPL), the hardware adaptation layer (HAL) and the hardware interface layer (HIL)
as seen in Figure 2.2. The HPL provides a nesC abstraction of the underlying hardware
to present the hardware capabilities while hiding hardware complexities. The HAL
builds on HPL components to provide platform-dependent functions like configuring
and reading from an ADC channel. HIL components are further abstracted to provide
platform-independent functionality. The HIL provides portability but is less efficient
and will not necessarily implement all the functionality provided by the HAL. The
example components in Figure 2.2 are all part of the ADC code and show the typical
naming convention used. HPL files are prepended with Hpl, HAL files begin with the
specific hardware name, and HIL files are named independently of specific platform
hardware.
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Figure 2.2: The three levels of TinyOS hardware abstraction. Modified from TEP 2
[30].
TinyOS provides a scheduler for tasks. Tasks are code blocks that the scheduler
manages. The default scheduler uses a first-in, first-out (FIFO) algorithm that is
used in this project. Tasks are non-preemptive with respect to each other. Each task
is allowed only one spot in the scheduler’s queue, which simplifies the queue while
increasing reliability by ensuring that each separate task will be able to be scheduled
[47, 48].
The TinyOS scheduler will put the micro-controller in sleep mode when there are
no tasks to execute [47]. The micro-controller will wake on an interrupt. Interrupt
code is referred to as async code in TinyOS. Async code can preempt other code, like
tasks, so atomic blocks—blocks of code during which interrupts are disabled—may be
required to ensure blocks of code run to completion uninterrupted.
TinyOS introduces a concept called split-phase [47] where relatively long running
operations get split into separate requests and completion notifications. This is to
prevent the micro-controller from being blocked while waiting for a response, typically
from hardware, e.g. an interrupt to signal the completion of ADC sampling.
2.2.2 TinyOS tools and sample applications
TinyOS comes with a collection of tools for interacting with TinyOS applications, in
addition to the supplied TinyOS source code. These support tools are available in C,
C++, Java and Python. Not all of these languages have a complete set of tools. The
C and Java tools were used in this project.
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One of the primary tools is the serial forwarder program. This tool enables bi-
directional communication between a mote attached to a computer and one or more
computer programs. The serial forwarder provides a connection between a computer
serial port or transmission control protocol (TCP) port and another TCP port. This
enables communication between a mote and other applications. Only a single con-
nection can be made to a serial port, but because the serial forwarder enables TCP
connections, multiple connections can be made through the serial forwarder to a mote
attached to a serial port.
A program called serial forwarder listen, sflisten in C, can be used to view the output
being sent by a mote to the computer. The program connects to the TCP port of a
serial forwarder program and outputs packets it receives to the standard output. The
C version was used as the base for developing the data logging program. The Java
version, Listen, was modified to output timestamps for each packet received to assist
in debugging.
TinyOS includes a selection of sample TinyOS applications and some accompanying
Java programs. Two applications were of relevance to this work: the oscilloscope ap-
plication and the base station application. Oscilloscope is an application that samples
a sensor periodically, storing the sampled values in a data packet. A packet is sent on
the radio once the data packet’s payload is full. Base station is an application that
creates a bridge between motes and a computer. Base station will forward packets
received from the radio stack to the serial stack and vice-versa. There are 2 buffers for
transiting packets, one for each direction of transfer. Packets are dropped if a buffer
is full.
Along with the sample applications are test programs to confirm aspects of TinyOS
operation. One such set of programs tests serial communication. There is a TinyOS
program to receive packets from the serial stack and display a count value on the LEDs.
The program will periodically send a packet to the serial stack. The accompanying
Java program will periodically send packets to the serial port to which the mote is
attached and output the packet count from received packets to the standard output.
The serial test Java program provides a convenient starting point from which to create
programs for communicating from the computer command line to motes.
2.3 Summary
This chapter discussed sensornet hardware and software. The TelosB platform is an
open design. It has a low power MSP430 micro-controller with integrated 8-channel
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ADC and was chosen for development. The TelosB motes were programmed using the
TinyOS operating system, a widely used sensornet operating system with an active
community. A description of TinyOS and its support tools was provided.
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Chapter 3
Data Transport protocols
This chapter presents a number of sensornet data transport protocols. The protocols
can be described in terms of the direction of the data flows, the degree of reliability
provided, application of congestion control, distributed versus centralised control, and
rate of data transfer. The motivation for the development of our proposed protocol
is presented after the related work has been discussed.
3.1 Collection Tree Protocol
The Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [23] is a data collection protocol that incorporates
routing and data transmission. A routing tree is created and regularly updated to
provide paths to one or more data sinks. CTP is an anycast protocol, that is data
packets will make their way to a data sink, but not necessarily one specific sink. As an
aside, IPv6 added anycast addressing in addition to unicast and multicast [16]. CTP
does not directly provide for reliable data transfer, but makes use of data link layer
acknowledgements for data packets. CTP was designed for low data rate applications.
The use of acknowledgements for data packets make it inappropriate for high rate data
networks, adding to channel congestion and consuming additional energy.
Ganeriwal et al. created an implementation of CTP called CTP Noe [29]. The
implementation was evaluated against MultihopLQI [90], a widely used collection
protocol similar to CTP but designed for Chipcon CC2420 radios. The low data
rate design is evident as CTP Noe supports aggregate data rates of approximately 30
packets per minute, while maintaining a low duty cycle of < 3%.
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3.2 DIssemination Protocol and Drip
The DIssemination Protocol (DIP) [54, 51] and Drip [83, 51] are both dissemination
protocols, which are the reverse of the collection protocols described above. In dis-
semination protocols, data are transferred from one or a few nodes (data sinks) to
many nodes (sensor nodes). DIP is more scalable than Drip, though more complex.
Both are limited to small data payloads.
3.3 Deluge
Deluge [35] is a dissemination protocol like those above, but designed for reliably
propagating large blocks of data. Its primary use is for reprogramming sensor nodes.
Deluge is based on the Trickle algorithm [50] and can reliably transfer data through
a large network relatively quickly, at 90 bytes per second.
3.4 Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotia-
tion
Heinzelman et al.[31] present two adaptive data dissemination protocols known as
Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation (SPIN). These protocols are re-
source aware and data-centric, in the sense that they attempt to conserve energy by
negotiating with nodes to prevent multiple nodes from sending data that results in
redundancies.
3.5 Event-to-Sink Reliable Transport
The Event-to-Sink Reliable Transport (ESRT) protocol [2] was designed to reliably
transport event information from the area of event detection to a data sink. It was
designed to cater for sensor networks where notification of an event is more important
than delivery of individual messages. It therefore does not provide reliable end-to-end
delivery for nodes.
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3.6 Pump Slowly, Fetch Quickly
Pump Slowly, Fetch Quickly (PSFQ) [87] is a reliable transport protocol for sensor
networks. Packets are transmitted relatively slowly, allowing hop nodes along the
route to make local data recovery before the next packet arrives. PSFQ makes use of
negative acknowledgements (NACK). Only once a receiver detects that packets are
missing, i.e. receives a packet with a sequence number higher than expected, does it
send a NACK requesting the missing packets. Each node along the route therefore
needs to keep a subset of the packets it sends in memory in case packet recovery is
required.
3.7 Reliable Multi-Segment Transport
Reliable Multi-Segment Transport [76] is a reliable transport protocol designed to
operate on a network using Directed Diffusion [38], a data-centric communication
protocol—nodes are addressed based on data of interest rather than having explicit
network addresses. RMST makes use of data link layer and transport layer operations.
It advocates the use of automatic repeat requests (ARQ) at the data link layer for
unicast transmissions while, like PSFQ, makes use of NACKs at the transport layer.
Two versions are presented, a caching version where recovery is performed en route,
or the default end-to-end recovery version relying on ARQs for a measure of single
hop reliability.
3.8 COngestion Detection and Avoidance
Wan et al. present COngestion Detection and Avoidance (CODA), a system for
congestion control in sensor networks [88]. CODA provides both distributed and
centralised congestion control. CODA works in a distributed fashion, with receivers
detecting congestion and notifying upstream (in the direction of the source) nodes of
this congestion. Once a threshold has been reached, the data sink will take control of
managing congestion by issuing acknowledgements to received packets to control the
rate of flow. CODA does not explicitly provide reliable delivery, however control of
network congestion should enable fairly reliable transfer, even without the addition
of reliability mechanisms.
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3.9 Interference-aware fair rate control
Interference-aware fair rate control (IFRC) [71] is a distributed algorithm for man-
aging congestion fairly and efficiently. IFRC has three mechanisms for dealing with
congestion. IFRC monitors the average queue length, for each node, of packets gener-
ated by the node and received by it for forwarding. IFRC assumes that a tree-based
routing protocol is used, preferring a protocol using link quality as a metric, such
as MultihopLQI. IFRC includes congestion information in each packet sent, so that
nodes may inform others of their congestion levels and those of their children nodes.
The mechanism introduces 2 constraints: a node may not transmit at a rate higher
than its parent node, and a node must set its transmission rate to the lower rate of a
neighbour node, or the neighbour’s child node. Neighbours are nodes that are in radio
range, but not necessarily in the same branch of a routing tree. These constraints
enable nodes in interference range to reduce their data rates to minimise congestion.
Nodes implementing IFRC generally increase their data rates additively. A node will
halve its rate once it has exceeded a congestion threshold, and will reduce its rate
according to the 2 constraints above. To aid start up and recovery from heavy con-
gestion, a node will implement multiplicative increase. The data sink also maintains
a data rate based on what it receives, and can adjust and communicate this rate to
the connected sensor nodes.
3.10 Rate-controlled reliable transport
The rate-controlled reliable transport (RCRT) [69] was designed for loss-intolerant,
high data rate networks. It takes into account the limitations of sensing nodes by
placing most of the complexity at the data sinks, which are assumed to have more
resources available to them. RCRT provides end-to-end reliability through the use
of NACKs. Data sinks determine the congestion level of the network. Congestion
determination is based on the time it takes to recover lost packets. Low losses are
ignored by the congestion control scheme and simply handled by NACKs. The conges-
tion scheme only seeks to drop transmission rates once a threshold has been reached.
RCRT uses additive increase, multiplicative decrease to get an aggregate data rate
across the network. To achieve this, individual flow rates are adjusted according to
some predefined policy. RCRT is designed to allow multiple applications to operate
across the network. This policy allows different applications, with different needs,
to have their flow rates adjusted accordingly. RCRT leaves the routing to separate
routing protocols. The TinyOS MultihopLQI algorithm was used in their empirical
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tests.
3.11 Wireless reliable acquisition protocol
The Wireless Reliable Acquisition Protocol (WRAP) is described by Liang et al. as
part of their RACnet sensornet [52]. RACnet was designed to monitor the environ-
mental conditions of data centres with the aim of reducing cooling costs and thereby
power consumption. WRAP uses a number of mechanisms to reduce congestion in
the dense network, provides reliable data collection and provides global timestamp-
ing. WRAP generates routing trees in a distributed manner and to reduce congestion
has routing trees operating on different radio channels. WRAP uses token passing
at the transport layer to further avoid congestion. The data sink generates a token
and passes it along a routing tree to collect data. Motes attempt to calculate the
time it takes for packets to propagate through a tree to adjust the delay between
transmissions. Data sinks make use of NACKs to provide end-to-end reliable data
collection, and flooding time synchronisation protocol (FTSP) mechanisms for dis-
tributing a global clock for timestamping data. WRAP typically collects greater than
99 % of node data.
3.12 Motivation for proposed protocol
The protocol presented in this thesis was designed for a specific application, rather
than as a general-use protocol like most of the protocols described above. The pro-
posed protocol could, however, be adapted for other uses if required. The application
was to collect large amounts of synchronised time series data from multiple points on
a high power transformer. It was additionally required that the data be logged rapidly
to enable frequent measurements during the testing phase. The application was re-
quired to sample data at a high sample rate. Though high sample rates are typically
required for structural monitoring applications [69], they are still a rare requirement in
sensornet protocols. The sample rate presents limitations of the sensornet platform.
It was not possible to collect timestamps during sampling periods without missing
timer interrupts. Along with the high sample rate, many consecutive samples were
required for time series analysis and conversion to the frequency domain.
Multiple sensors needed to be compared to each other in the time domain, requiring
timestamping and synchronised data capture. The requirement that the sensornet be
placed on a single power transformer, led to the decision to use a single hop network.
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The number of nodes that would be required on a transformer would limit the size of
the network.
These factors led to a protocol that had a ‘batch’ operation. The protocol would put
the entire network into specific states, e.g. data collection. Having a batch operation
with known, expected numbers of data packets, and limited sensor motes, meant that
there was no need to provide data recovery during data collection. This had the
benefits of simplifying the operation and being more efficient than standard NACK
based data recovery, though the mechanism for detecting missing packets is the same
as would be used in a NACK algorithm. With a NACK algorithm, a recovery packet
would be sent each time the base mote detected a gap in sequence numbers. If missing
packets were not congruous, then a recovery packet would be required for each lost
packet. Our proposed protocol is not affected by non-congruous losses as all lost
packets are combined and requested in bulk, limiting the number of recovery packets
to be sent. This method does require that the base station have sufficient RAM to log
all missing packets. This did not prove to be a problem. It is a common assumption
that the base mote will have more resources than sensor motes. RCRT specifically
states this assumption, while all the protocols that implement centralised control have
base motes with more complexity than the sensor motes.
The vast majority of packet transfer is from the sensor motes to the base mote, making
this predominantly a collection protocol. The single hop network, and batch operation
eliminates the need for a dissemination algorithm as during packet dissemination, only
the base mote is using the channel and no forwarding of packets by sensor motes is
needed.
Unlike many of the protocols above, the proposed protocol only deals with network
congestion passively by staggering transmissions to lessen the chance of collisions
on the air. This, again, simplifies operation and leaves recovery to the end-to-end
recovery mechanisms in the recovery stage.
3.13 Summary
A selection of protocols from the literature were described. These protocols have
varying designs, but typically cater for larger, more varied sensornets with lower data
rate requirements. The application driving the development of the proposed sensornet
had specific requirements that our design centred on, resulting in a protocol that had
a batch-type operation.
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Chapter 4
Time synchronisation
For many applications it is important that code on different nodes runs at the same
time or is known to occur at a time relative to a common time, within some margin
of error. This becomes more difficult if dispersed nodes need to be synchronised, and
even more so if the communication channel has varying delays or is unreliable.
As with all aspects of sensornet development, certain criteria must be evaluated to
determine the suitability of use. These include memory constraints, processing con-
straints, amount of data transmission, and transmission limitations. These constraints
are all due to limited hardware resources and the need to keep energy usage down to
maintain the long operating lifetimes expected of sensornets.
4.1 Radio transmission delays
Understanding the delays in radio transmission assists in developing and evaluating
synchronisation schemes. Sensornet operating systems typically enable low level ac-
cess to hardware, making it possible to design protocols that eliminate some of the
delays.
Six delay elements have been identified in the transmission of radio packets. These
are shown in papers by Maroti et al. [56] and Ganeriwal et al. [24]. The 6 elements
are:
Send time — This is the time taken to build a packet and have it sent to the
medium access control (MAC) layer.
Access time — The time taken from reception of the packet by the MAC layer
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to gaining access to the physical medium. IEEE 802.15.4 uses carrier sense
multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA-CA) and will need to check
that the channel is clear before transmitting.
Transmission time — This is the time it takes for the transmitting node to send a
packet. It is dependent on the size of the packet and the data rate of the radio.
Ganeriwal et al. [24] note that there may be small variations in the transmission
time due to software interrupt response times. This should not be an issue for
the TelosB platform as the radio IC has buffer space for a full physical layer
protocol data unit, unlike the radio IC on the Mica2 platform used by Maroti
et al. [56] and Ganeriwal et al. [24] for testing. The transmission time for a
TelosB mote will be the size of the packet in bits divided by 250 kbps.
Propagation time — This is the actual time it takes for the data to propagate over
the air from the sender to the receiver. This value is very small.
Reception time — This is the time it takes for a packet to be received by the radio
and passed to the MAC layer, and is similar to the transmission time.
Receive time — This is the time it takes for the MAC layer to get the packet to
the application for use.
4.2 Network time protocol
Probably the most widely used time synchronisation protocol is the network time
protocol (NTP) used on the Internet [64]. This document refers to NTP version 3
[65] as version 4 [64] was only published as an RFC in June 2010.
NTP [65] allows for connections between NTP hosts in different modes: symmetric,
client/server or broadcast. Nodes communicating in symmetric mode are all able to
provide and request timing information, while in client/server mode the client will
request timing data from the server. Broadcast mode was designed for a single NTP
node to supply timing information to many nodes on a high speed LAN. Typically 2
packets will be involved in each synchronisation packet exchange, unless the broadcast
mode is used. Only the NTP server will send NTP packets in broadcast mode.
Broadcast mode would be the most suitable mode of operation in a sensornet from
an energy conservation perspective . However, broadcast mode provides less accuracy
than the other modes [65].
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The packet defined for NTP is shown in Figure 4.1 and has a size of at least 384 bytes,
making it too big to be transmitted in a single IEEE 802.15.4 data frame [37].
Figure 4.1: The NTP packet format. Not shown is the optional 96-bit authenticator
field after the transmit timestamp. Modified from Figure 4 in RFC 1305 [65].
NTP is a fairly complex protocol, but a simplified version of NTP known as simple
NTP (SNTP) is available and uses the same packet format as NTP [63]. NTP was
not designed specifically for wireless networks and as such the RFC makes no mention
of radio delays, but simply states that careful design is necessary to maintain the
accuracy of the servers [65].
4.3 Reference-Broadcast Synchronisation
The Reference-Broadcast Synchronisation (RBS) algorithm [21] was designed to work
over sensornets or other broadcast networks. RBS works by nodes generating times-
tamps on reception of broadcast packets. The broadcast packets need not contain any
timing information and so any broadcast message can be used. Receivers communi-
cate their timing information with each other. This approach eliminates the variable
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delays of the send time and access time. The propagation time is very small so each
node should receive the broadcast packet almost immediately.
Although only a few (possibly 1) broadcast packets are sent, each receiving node will
share timing information. The number of time synchronisation packets sent becomes
significant.
4.4 Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks
The Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks (TPSN) [24] is a time synchronisation
protocol that provides a reference clock across a sensornet. It is a flexible protocol
and can be adapted to suit different sensornet requirements.
TPSN uses a hierarchy of nodes, a spanning tree, and designates the reference clock
node to be the root of the tree. The root is level 0 in the hierarchy. Each level in the
hierarchy are neighbours of the previous level’s nodes, that is those nodes in direct
radio range of the lower level nodes.
The protocol is initiated by the root node. The root node will send a level discovery
packet with its node ID and level number. Receiving nodes will repeat this activity
using their node ID and level number in the packet they send. This is known as the
level discovery phase. A node will send a level discovery request packet if it times out
without having received a level discovery packet. It will join the tree at the lowest
appropriate hierarchy based on the responses it received.
Once complete, the protocol transitions to the synchronisation phase by the root node
sending a time sync packet. Level 1 nodes will respond by sending a sync pulse packet
containing the time the packet was sent. The level 0 node will acknowledge each sync
pulse packet with a packet containing the time the sync pulse packet was sent, the
time it was received and the time the acknowledge packet was sent. Level 2 nodes will
overhear the level 1 sync pulse and send their own sync pulse to a level 1 node that
will respond with an acknowledge packet. This will continue throughout the network.
It can be seen from the TinyOS implementation of TPSN that the time sync packet
and sync pulse packet are the same, and the sync packets are sent from the lower
node to the higher level node [45].
TPSN introduces timestamping at the MAC layer, thereby eliminating the send and
access times from the sender delays and the receive time at the receiver [24].
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Pairwise synchronisation, however, results in a significant number of time synchroni-
sation packets being sent in the sensornet.
4.5 Flooding time synchronisation protocol
The Flooding time synchronisation protocol (FTSP) [56] was designed specifically for
wireless communication and the constraints of sensornets. FTSP has been designed
to scale up to large networks and to recover quickly from node and network problems.
FTSP makes use of broadcast packets rather than the 2 packet exchange used by other
protocols. FTSP uses MAC layer timestamps to reduce the inaccuracies introduced
by the transmission delays. All delays are removed or compensated for except the
propagation delay, which is very small. Linear regression is used by the receiving
nodes to determine their offset and skew relative to the reference clock.
A simple root election protocol is implemented to select the root on start up and if
the root becomes unavailable.
FTSP was chosen for its relatively high accuracy and suitability for sensornet appli-
cations. FTSP has been tested in real life applications, and libraries to implement
the protocol were included with the TinyOS distribution.
FTSP has been used, sometimes in a modified form, for volcano and structural health
monitoring. Sensornets were deployed at two volcanoes in Ecuador [90, 91] and at
Mount St. Helens [75]. An experiment in structural health monitoring was performed
on a scale model of a 4 story building by Chintalapudi et al. [12] and a deployment
was tested on the Golden Gate Bridge [41]. FTSP was also used in a scheme to
uniquely identify sensornet nodes based on the node’s clock skew [34]. The paper
introducing FTSP mentions the protocol’s use as part of a countersniper application
[56].
4.6 Other clock synchronisation protocols
Hong and No [33] propose a time synchronisation protocol similar to TPSN, in that
it first has a spanning tree building phase and then synchronisation is initiated by the
root node sending a sync packet. This protocol does not use explicit acknowledgement
packets but makes use of the broadcast nature of the wireless channel. A parent node
will overhear a child node sending a sync packet to a grandchild node and use this
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packet as an acknowledge packet. MAC layer timestamping is used.
Lee and Choi [46] propose the Chaining Clock Synchronisation (CCS) scheme. CCS
uses a subset of sensornet nodes to keep all network nodes synchronised to a reference
node. The subset of nodes are chosen such that their collective transmission ranges
cover the entire sensornet. This conserves energy by limiting synchronisation data
transmissions. Clock synchronisation is done by having a 2 packet exchange between
a sender and receiver. The packet count is reduced by combining 2 packets into 1, such
that the node sending the reply is sending the request to the next node at the same
time. CCS propagates clock skew data to enable nodes further from the reference
node to calculate their clock skew relative to the reference node. This lessens clock
error through the network.
Chaudhari and Serpedin [11] propose using a quadratic model rather than a linear one
for modelling the relation between clocks, using a two message transmission scheme
as used in many previous protocols. Their paper states that a single message scheme
could be used with minor modifications. The authors state that the quadratic model
is more accurate and allows for time synchronisation over extended periods of time.
4.7 Summary
Sources of delays in radio transmissions have been listed and a selection of time
synchronisation protocols have been described, including how each protocol deals
with the delays. Packet size and the number of packets sent are considered, as using
the radio consumes a significant amount of energy. FTSP was chosen for this project
as it requires low power, has relatively high accuracy, has been used in a number of
deployments and is available with TinyOS.
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Chapter 5
Preliminary sensornet designs
5.1 Overview
This chapter describes the development of the sensornet data collection system from
the preliminary designs leading to the current design shown in the next chapter. The
general form of the system is shown in Figure 5.1. It consists of three parts: the
sensor motes, the base mote and the logging software. It is indicated in the text
where versions differ from this form.
The design was developed incrementally and began with the TinyOS Oscilloscope
application on a sensor mote and the base station application on the base mote. Prior
to the current design, the focus had been on developing sensor mote software while
keeping the standard base station application as the interface between the sensornet
and the computer. Having prebuilt software simplified and sped up development.
Figure 5.1: Overview of complete system.
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5.2 Initial experimentation
The first version of the system was used to test various accelerometers and do early
measurements on an isolation transformer. The single sensor mote used the oscil-
loscope application, modified to complete a sample session before transmitting the
data. Sampling would begin automatically, 5 seconds after start up to avoid any
influence from the user while starting or resetting the mote. The ADC channel was
sampled periodically with the sampled data stored in a large buffer. The ADC code
was changed from platform independent (HIL) components and interfaces to lower
level hardware specific (HAL) code to improve efficiency. Packets were only sent to
the base station mote once the buffer was full and sampling had been completed.
This program was then modified to begin a sample session on receipt of a control
packet rather than physically having to restart the sensor mote. The system then
consisted of 3 motes. These were the sensor mote and 2 motes attached to a computer,
a sender mote and a receiver mote. The user would send control packets through the
sender mote using a modified version of the TestSerial Java program. Data packets
from the sensor mote were logged from the receiver mote using a modified version of
the Listen Java program.
5.3 Initial multi-channel work
After the initial work, the program was modified to read from multiple ADC channels.
These channels could be read either:
sequentially, where each requested channel was sampled until the buffer was full
and the data was transmitted before the next channel sampled, or
in parallel, where all requested channels were sampled each sample period.
The operation was as follows. The sensor motes would wait until they received a
control packet from the user. The control packet used bitmaps for selecting which
channels were to be sampled. The user could select either sequential or parallel
operation. The program would request access to the ADC and once granted would
configure the channels and begin sampling. The data was transmitted once a sample
session was complete and the mote would return to waiting for a control packet. In the
case of a sequential read, the sample session and data transmission would be repeated
as necessary before waiting for the next control packet. It should be noted that
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TinyOS puts the micro-controller in a low power sleep mode while inactive (waiting
for a new packet to arrive).
5.4 Multi-channel parallel only operation
The focus of the work was on the parallel operation, as we were interested in comparing
the values from different sensors in time. As such the program was split into a parallel
only version and a sequential only version. These could be merged later. This split
allowed for simplification of the program and for focus to remain only on the operation
mode of interest.
The system consisted of a sender mote and a receiver mote, both running the standard
TinyOS base station application connected to a computer, and multiple sensor motes
running the software described below and shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Diagram showing operation of sensor mote in preliminary software.
The sensor motes waited until reception of a control packet, indicating which sensors
were to be sampled and the required sample period. Preparations to use the ADC were
then made and access to the resource was requested from the operating system. The
ADC was configured for multiple channel sampling, and a sample timer was set using
the sample period obtained from the control packet once access to the resource had
been granted. Samples were stored in a large queue. A multi-channel sample request
was made each time the sample timer fired, provided the storage queue was not full.
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The first few samples were discarded to eliminate spurious data. A transmission timer
was then started to enable periodic sending of data to the computer while there was
sufficient data in the queue for transmission.
The use of a queue and transmission of data packets during the sample session allowed
for collection of more samples than could ordinarily be stored in memory, as samples
were periodically removed from the queue. The rate of data entering the queue was
always higher than that of data being removed from the queue to prevent perpetual
sampling. Perpetual operation would not be desirable in a final product as it would
consume too much energy.
Transmitting data packets during a sample session was not feasible as it would limit
the maximum sampling rate. Once the last data packet had been sent, the micro-
controller would return to a sleep mode until the next control packet arrived.
5.5 Automated multi-channel parallel operation
The system needed to be automated for a demonstration at the 7th ACM Conference
on Embedded Networked Sensor Systems (SenSys 2009) [40]. Four sensor motes were
required, each with 5 sensors attached. One mote had sensors on a cantilever, while
the remaining 3 motes had sensors on a vibrating platform. The sensor mote software
was modified to allow one of the sensor motes to become a master mote to facilitate
the automation. The master mote performed initialisation and synchronisation of the
motes. Only a single base station mote was required for this version. The sample
period and number of sensors per mote were preset so the control packet was not
used.
A new packet was introduced for network initialisation and synchronisation. This
packet had 3 fields: a mote ID field, a hello field and a start time field. The ID field
contained the mote ID of the mote sending the packet. The hello field was set by
the master and modified by the slave in its reply. The start time field was used to
indicate the delay from receiving the packet until sampling must begin. At start up,
the master mote would periodically send this packet until it had received a response
from all sensor motes in the network. It would then set the start time field and send
this packet to the motes. The operation from here was as before, with a sample session
being completed before the data was transmitted. It was decided to loop through this
operation rather than checking that all motes were active before each sample session.
This behaviour was changed in a later version.
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A problem with the master/slave program was a noticeable offset in sample times
between the master and the slaves, which appeared to be closely synchronised. The
master mote had to have a small delay added to compensate for the time taken by
the slave motes to receive the packet. This delay had to cover all six radio trans-
mission delay elements described in chapter 4. The delay was fairly consistent as the
channel was always available at the time the master sent the control packet to initiate
sampling, essentially eliminating the access time. The slave motes should have near
identical timing as they run identical software. Relative differences in starting times
would produce offsets between motes.
Data was logged using a C program expanded from the sfListen program to log each
mote’s data to a separate comma separated values (CSV) file.
5.6 Summary
This chapter described the preliminary designs showing the incremental design pro-
cess, with each program building on previous designs.
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Chapter 6
Current sensornet design
The current design stems from the experiences gained from the previous work and
the need to improve on the previous designs. The requirement was to create a simple,
reliable, single hop wireless data collection system that could be used in the laboratory
and on an isolation transformer on the CPUT campus. The decision was to keep the
sensor motes uniform to avoid additional synchronisation issues, as before, and to
keep them as simple as possible.
The system is shown in Figure 5.1. The sensor motes collect the data from their
attached sensors on request and forward the data to the base mote. The base mote
performs network management tasks, requests data from the sensor motes and sends
the data to a program for logging through its physical connection to the logging
computer. The base mote also supports reliable data delivery. The logging software
stores data collected from the base mote and writes these data to timestamped files.
The files can then be used in MATLAB for data analysis. The system operates using
a finite state machine. The state transitions are controlled from the base mote and
the state transition diagram is shown in Figure 6.1.
All communications take place by way of packets. Each defined packet has a different
structure depending on its purpose.
6.1 Packet structures
Five different packets are defined and illustrated in Figures 6.2–6.6. The values above
the packets in the figures are the sizes of the fields in bits.
The first packet, Figure 6.2, is the data packet. The data packet takes the same form
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Figure 6.1: State transition diagram from the base mote.
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as the packet from the TinyOS oscilloscope sample application [27]. The version field
is not used. The interval field contains the sample period in milliseconds. The sample
period is set by the base mote. The ID field is the 16 bit identifier of the sending
mote. The count field is a packet number that is used for ordering and determining
missing packets. The final field is for the accelerometer readings and is set for ten 16
bit values.
Figure 6.2: Structure of the data packet.
The remaining packets are all control and meta-data packets.
Figure 6.3: Structure of the primary control packet.
The primary control packet, Figure 6.3, has 6 fields starting with the sending mote’s
ID. The second field is used for network attachment. The base will set the field with
a particular code, and each mote receiving this packet must respond with a separate
code in this field. The next two fields are bitmaps for selecting which ADC channels
are to be used for sequential and parallel channel sampling. The final two fields are
the sampling period and the time to start sampling. The sampling period field gets
its name from the clock units, which are informally referred to as jiffies.
Figure 6.4: Structure of the control packet used for enabling reliable data packet
collection.
The reliability packet, Figure 6.4, begins with the sender mote’s ID and is followed by
a field containing the number of packets that need to be resent. This field was chosen
to have multiple purposes but is currently only used for the abovementioned purpose.
The final field contains the packet numbers of the packets that need to be resent.
The timestamp packet, Figure 6.5, simply contains the ID of the sending mote and
timestamps from that mote.
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Figure 6.5: Structure of the timestamp packet.
Figure 6.6: The structure of the FTSP time synchronisation packet.
The time synchronisation packet, shown in Figure 6.6, is specified in the TinyOS FTSP
TimeSyncMsg.h file [58]. The packet contains the mote ID of the synchronisation root,
the mote ID of the sender, a sequence number and global and local timestamps.
6.2 States
The system operates in a loop and shifts through 7 possible states (Figure 6.1) to
enable the networked data collection. The 7 states are:
• Startup,
• Network initialisation,
• Time synchronisation,
• Request sampling,
• Request data,
• Request lost data, and
• Signal completion.
Transition between states is typically based on timers.
6.2.1 Startup
Startup is a simple state that is used to reset the program state. Transition from
startup to network initialisation is through a short timer.
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6.2.2 Network initialisation
The network initialisation state allows for the network to become ready to receive
sampling requests. In the current implementation, ready is considered to be once all
sensor motes have indicated to the base mote that they are active and prepared to
begin the data collection process. The base mote will send a control packet periodically
until each sensor mote has responded. The motes stagger their responses as a passive
means of congestion management. Only two fields in the control packet are used for
network initialisation: the ID field and the hello field. The ID field is set to the
sending node’s network ID as always. The hello field is set to 0x55 by the base. The
sensing motes will set the hello field to 0xAA in response. All other fields are set to
zero. The transition from the network initialisation state to the time synchronisation
state will only occur once all sensing motes have responded to the hello request.
Previously the system was designed to use the standard TinyOS base station program
as the interface between the radio (sensornet) and serial communication (computer).
Therefore one of the sensor motes was designated as a master node and performed
the network initialisation and sampling requests. This had the synchronisation issue,
described in Section 5.5, where the master’s samples were offset from the slaves’ sam-
ples. An extra delay had to be introduced to the master to compensate for the offset.
Reliable data collection and FTSP timestamping had not yet been implemented—this
would mean having master and slave sensor nodes and still require changing from the
standard TinyOS base station program. It was therefore decided to have all the sensor
motes operate identically and shift all control to the new base mote software.
6.2.3 Time synchronisation
The time synchronisation in the system makes use of the TinyOS implementation
of the flooding time synchronisation protocol. Time synchronisation can operate in
one of 2 modes: the master clock source can periodically send time synchronisation
packets, or the sending of packets can be controlled by the application [57]. The
second option was chosen to gain control of time synchronisation packet transmission
and to limit the synchronisation transmission to only when it is required. Motes
compete to become the master clock source in the implementation, but only the base
mote is programmed to become a master clock source. A mote will become a master
clock source if it has a node ID lower than the other prospective clock sources, or it
will default to being one if it has not received a time synchronisation packet within a
certain number of time synchronisation transmissions [57]. The base mote therefore
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sends sufficient packets for it to default to a clock source. The base then sends 10 time
synchronisation packets at regular intervals to enable each sensor mote to synchronise
with the base mote. A minimum of 8 timestamps are required by the receiving motes
to consider themselves synchronised. Sending the extra packets minimises the chance
that a mote might miss a packet and not have its clock synchronised before the next
state transition.
6.2.4 Request sampling
The request for the sensor motes to prepare for sampling is sent by the base mote
in this state. Data passed in the request includes a bitmap indicating which sensors
to sample, the sample rate and the time from reception of the packet at which to
start sampling. Global time was not used for the start time as it was decided to keep
the operation as simple as possible. The sensor motes receive the packet at the same
time. The propagation time should be equal and very small. The reception time
should also be equal as this is handled by the same radio IC on each sensor mote.
The largest source of delay would be in the receive time, where the packet is passed
from the MAC layer to the application for use. The relative start time was shown to
be adequate. However, a change to global time may be introduced in the future to
enable expansion to a multi-hop network.
On reception each mote starts a timer using the value it received from the packet and
configures the requested ADC channels in preparation for sampling to commence.
The sensor motes also take a timestamp reading before sampling begins. Previously,
timestamps were taken during the sampling session, but it was found that obtaining
the timestamp had an effect on the sample period at the currently used sample rate
of 1 kHz. Another timestamp is obtained after the sample session has completed.
The sensor motes make use of the micro-controller ADCs sequence-of-channels mode
through the TinyOS Msp430Adc12MultiChannel interface. The ADC is configured
to use the internal ADCs 5 MHz oscillator and the multiple sample and convert
(MSC) bit is set to enable fast switching between channels. The sensor mote places
the samples in a buffer. The first 20 samples collected are discarded to avoid any
irregularities that may occur at the beginning of the sampling session. Data collection
ends once the buffer is full at 3000 samples. A buffer of 3000 samples fills most of the
available RAM on the micro-controller. The sensor mote software will insert a set of
invalid values into the buffer if a request to sample from the ADC is denied during
the sample session. This ensures that timing is maintained across motes.
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6.2.5 Request data
The request for data is implicit and no control packets are sent to initiate this. This
state is therefore just a timed wait from the base mote’s perspective. Each sensor
mote will send its collected samples once the sample set has been collected and a post
collection timestamp has been taken. The data packets are sent at short intervals
and contain 10 samples each. Offsets are used to stagger the transmission of the
packets from different motes. The base mote passes each received packet to a buffer
between the radio reception and serial transmission. It also keeps track of lost packets.
Packets are received in order, making lost packets easy to detect. The serial link
speed is 115200 bps, which is slightly less than half the radio transmission speed.
This causes a bottleneck and packets may be dropped once the buffer becomes full.
Packet numbers from packets lost over the air and dropped from the buffer are logged
so that they can be recovered later.
The logging software keeps buffers for data and metadata for each mote. The data
and metadata received from the base are stored in the relevant buffers during this
state.
6.2.6 Request lost data
Laboratory experimentation showed very limited packet loss, prior to data recovery,
and the energy expended in requesting many packets to be resent is high. It was
therefore decided to set a threshold on the number of packets that would be recovered.
Currently this is set to 30 packets per sensor mote–10% of the transmitted data
packets. If more than the threshold number of packets have been detected as missing,
they are ignored and the system transitions to the next state.
The code for recovering lost packets consists of 3 parts: the management part that
calls the sender part, and the receiver part.
The management part begins by checking whether there are any outstanding packets
for each mote. If all data was successfully received or if any mote had more outstanding
packets than can be recovered then the base transitions to the next state.
The sender part builds and sends control packets containing the number of missing
packets and their packet numbers to each mote with outstanding data packets. Con-
trol is returned to the management part once a packet for each mote with missing
data has been sent.
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The receiver part receives data packets from the sensor motes. If the resent packets
are successfully sent to the serial stack, i.e. recovered, then their packet numbers are
removed from the missing data list.
The state transition therefore only happens once the management part has determined
that the transition can be made, because all the packets were recovered or the losses
were too great to initiate the data recovery.
6.2.7 Signal completion
The base mote signals completion of a sample cycle to the logging program once data
collection has finished and any lost packets have been recovered. On reception of this
signal, which takes the form of a control packet, the logging program writes the data
in its buffers to files. The current computer date and time is used for naming files.
Each file, as part of a sample set, has the same computer time as part of its file name.
All files are given a txt extension. The timestamp packets are stored 1 packet to a
line in a file with the computer time as the file name. The packet number and data
fields from each mote are stored as 2 columns in CSV files. Each mote’s data has its
own file with a letter appended to signify to which mote the data belongs. The letter
L is appended to files with incomplete data sets.
Below is an example of the file names for data collected on the 12th of May 2010 just
before 14:00 SAST:
2010-05-12T13:55:40+0200.txt
2010-05-12T13:55:40+0200-a.txt
2010-05-12T13:55:40+0200-b.txt
2010-05-12T13:55:40+0200-c.txt
The first two packets of data from mote A are shown below. It can be seen that the
first column contains the packet numbers, while the second column contains the data
fields. The data is output in the order it was received in the packet, which is the order
that data was received from the ADC buffer:
0001,03a9
,03b3
,03b7
,0775
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,0853
,078f
,078f
,0793
,083b
,08ab
0002,020f
,020e
,01f9
,075f
,08d3
,00ff
,0105
,0105
,0615
,0877
6.3 Logging software
The logging program is written in C and was extended from the sfListen sample
program. The program requires the following command line arguments:
host: Host name or IP address of computer with which to open a TCP/IP connection.
port: Port number of the above host with which to connect.
lowest ID: Lowest node ID number of sensor motes in the network. The system
assumes consecutive ID numbers for sensor motes.
number of sensor motes: The number of sensor motes in the network is used to
determine the number of buffers and files required.
The program connects to the base mote through the serial forwarder program using
the host and port number received from the command line.
The program will loop, storing timestamp packets and the packet count and data from
the data packets in the buffers. Each data packet has its data stored at a position in
the relevant mote’s buffer according to its packet number, so that data packets can
be received in any order and easily output to file in order of packet number. This is
particularly useful for adding data from missing packets.
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The program will remain in this loop until a control packet is received to cause the
program to get the current computer timestamp, create the files using this timestamp
as the base of the file names, and write the contents of the buffers to the files. The
data files will have -L appended to the file name if any missing packets were detected
in the sample session. The contents of the data files are comma separated values as
shown above, making it simple to import the data into a spreadsheet or other analysis
program. The program will repeat until stopped by the user.
6.4 Sensing
The sensor motes are all Crossbow TelosB motes running a TinyOS application. The
TelosB motes have 6 of the 8 ADC channels connected to header pins. The 2 channels
not available at the header are channels 4 and 5, making the available channels: 0, 1,
2, 3, 6, 7.
Preliminary testing was performed using sensor boards developed by CPUT students.
A TelosB plugin sensor board with 3 axis accelerometer and 3 axis magnetometer by J.
Kleynhans was one such used [42]. It became evident that there were two issues with
a plugin board. Firstly, the weight of the mote affected the accelerometer readings
as it acted like a mechanical low pass filter for vibrations. The weight also made it
difficult to attach the sensor mote to the transformer tank. Secondly, having a plugin
board would require more motes, as each mote could only monitor a single point on
the transformer.
It was decided to separate the sensors from the motes to address these issues. Each
sensor was mounted on a small PCB that was attached to the transformer tank with
thin double sided tape.
There are two sensor configurations. The single axis sampling uses 5 channels per
mote, sampling only the z axis of each sensor. The 3 axis sampling uses all 6 channels
available at the header, enabling 2 accelerometers per mote.
6.4.1 Sensor choice
The following attributes were considered when selecting accelerometers to use:
• Sensor frequency bandwidth,
• Operating voltage range,
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Table 6.1: Selected attributes of accelerometers considered for use.
Attribute ADXL335 [4] LIS344ALH [77] LIS352AX [78]
Sensor bandwidth 1.6 kHz, 550 Hz 1.8 kHz 2 kHz
Operating voltage 1.8 V–3.6 V 2.4 V–3.6 V 2.16 V–3.6 V
Acceleration range ±3 g ±2 g/±6 g ±2 g
Supply current 350 µA 680 µA 300 µA
Axes 3 3 3
• Acceleration range, and
• Supply current.
Initially it was uncertain how much bandwidth would be required for capture. It was
therefore decided to select an accelerometer with a wide bandwidth—greater than 1
kHz.
The motes have an operating voltage of typically 3 V with a maximum of 3.6 V down
to a minimum of 2.2 V, the minimum operating voltage of the ADC [82]. Without
the ADC, the micro-controller will operate down to 1.8 V but the radio IC has a
minimum operating voltage of 2.1 V [81].
The acceleration measured did not require a large range and the higher sensitivity of
a lower range accelerometer was preferred.
It is always important to keep in mind the current consumption of all components
in a sensor network as devices will likely be powered by batteries or small energy
harvesting systems.
The LIS352AX from ST Microelectronics was chosen because of the attributes listed
in Table 6.1 [78]. A number of accelerometers have z axis bandwidths far more limited
than those of the x and y axes like the ADXL335 in Table 6.1. The x and y axes have
a 1.6 kHz bandwidth, while the z axis has a 550 Hz bandwidth. A strong advantage of
the LIS352AX (and similar ADCs from the same manufacturer) was the equal sensor
bandwidth on each axis.
6.5 Summary
The system makes use of sensor motes running a simple application that takes its cues
from the base mote. The sensor motes sample multiple channels in quick succession
at a sampling frequency dictated by the base mote. The accelerometers, mounted
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on small PCBs, are attached to the sensor motes by lightweight wires to prevent the
weight of the mote from affecting readings, and to allow each mote to monitor multiple
points. The base mote controls the network and enables reliable data collection. Data
collected are logged to comma separated value files by a data logging program on a
computer.
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Chapter 7
Network protocol analysis
This chapter presents an evaluation of the the network protocol. Aspects of the
protocol were simulated and results compared with measurements from empirical
tests.
7.1 Network simulation
Portions of the protocol were simulated to evaluate their operation. Four network
simulators were considered: ns-2 [5], OMNeT++ [68], Castalia [66] and Tossim [49].
ns-2 and OMNeT++ are both general purpose network simulators, while Castalia and
Tossim are both sensornet specific. Castalia is built on OMNeT++ and is used for
simulating sensornets, body area networks and other low power networks. Tossim is
a simulator for TinyOS applications. Tossim is limited to simulating only individual
TinyOS applications for the MicaZ platform. This meant combining the 2 programs
that made up the network and removing all platform dependent code (though both
MicaZ and TelosB have the same radio IC) before compiling for MicaZ and the sim-
ulator. ns-2 does not directly include sensornet radios, though there are contributed
IEEE 802.15.4 radios. Many ns-2 sensornet protocol simulations in the literature use
an IEEE 802.11 radio.
Castalia was the simulator chosen as it is a fairly comprehensive sensornet simula-
tor. Castalia defines a number of components and parameters that form part of the
complete network simulation. The root of the simulation is the sensornet component,
where the number of nodes, their positions and similar parameters are set. The nodes
comprise components including the application to be run and the communication
components: the radio, MAC and routing layer. The nodes are connected through a
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wireless channel. Castalia even supports the simulation of sensing.
The simulation implemented was designed to closely resemble the operation of the
sensornet application on a TelosB platform running TinyOS. The main components
involved are shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Main components for the Castalia sensornet simulation.
The wireless channel was modelled using a log-normal model [8] as shown in Equation
7.1. This is the default for Castalia. PL(d) is the path loss over distance d. The
reference distance (of 1 metre) is d0, while n is the pass loss exponent. Xσ is the
shadowing, a zero-mean random value of specified standard deviation (σ).
PL(d) = PL(d0) + n10 log10
(
d
d0
)
+Xσ (7.1)
TinyOS implements split-phase operation, where long running operations can be sig-
nalled to begin and will notify the calling component once the operation is complete.
The Castalia radio component was modified such that the radio would signal the up-
per layers once transmission was complete, mimicking the TinyOS radio transmission
split-phase operation.
Castalia does include an IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer, however it only supports beacon
enabled networks. A highly tunable MAC layer is provided. This was modified
to create a TinyOS MAC. TinyOS introduces a short delay after a clear channel
assessment (CCA) showing the channel to be clear, in case an acknowledgement may
be on its way. The channel is assessed again after the delay prior to transmission.
Many MAC layer parameters, along with parameters for the other components, were
set in the simulation initialisation file.
The single hop network requires no routing, therefore the basic bypass routing com-
ponent was used. It simply forwards messages between layers.
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The application was based on Castalia’s throughput test application and was config-
urable. The operation, for example, to determine data packet loss is as follows: The
base mote sends a request-for-sampling packet. On reception, the sensor motes wait
the approximate time for sampling to have completed. They then transmit the data
packets as per the proposed protocol operation.
For all simulations, unless otherwise specified, there were 16 nodes (15 sensor motes
and 1 base mote) in a 4 m × 4 m grid. The typical wireless channel used the defaults
provided by Castalia as they are based on empirical tests [66]. An ideal channel was
modelled as having a σ, bidirectional σ (variability of signal fading of the path in
the reverse direction), and PL(d0) of 0 dBm. The radio and MAC layer’s parameters
were selected by studying the TinyOS source code and CC2420 radio datasheet. The
simulation was repeated 40 times.
7.2 Empirical test configuration
Packet transfer was independently monitored for fault finding purposes during test-
ing. Radio transmissions were logged to a file by using a separate mote running the
standard TinyOS basestation application whose output was sent to the TinyOS listen
utility. This version of listen had been modified to insert computer timestamps for
each packet logged. This independent monitoring had proven useful in catching errors
during development.
The output of the base mote was logged, using the same listen utility, to assist in fault
finding the data logging element of the system. The network, including monitoring
elements, is shown in Figure 7.2. Fifteen sensor motes were used in these tests.
Analysis of these monitoring elements’ logs provided insight to the suitability of the
network protocol chosen. The analysis in this chapter was performed on 38 consecutive
cycles of operation, unless otherwise specified. One cycle of operation is considered to
be 1 complete loop of the base mote’s state machine. Each cycle contained 1 sample
set from each active sensor mote.
The radio logs contain instances of all packets sent over the air, however, the monitor-
ing mote was susceptible to radio channel conditions and buffer overflows independent
of the system base mote. As such, the number of packets logged was not identical to
that of the system base mote.
The serial logs only contained packets sent from the sensor motes during the data
collection and data recovery states and the completion signal packets. These were
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the only packets sent from the system base mote to the system logging software, and
therefore the monitoring logging program.
Figure 7.2: Components of the empirical test environment.
7.3 Packet transmission
The total packets sent during a cycle can be shown by the following equation:
Ptotal = Pcontrol + PFTSP + Ptimestamp + Pdata + Precovery, (7.2)
where:
• Pcontrol are the number of control packets sent. These were sent by the base
mote to convey sampling information and to initialise the network. Sensor
motes responded to the network initialisation control packet by sending another
control packet. The base mote periodically sent network initialisation control
packets until it had received responses from all motes.
• PFTSP are the number of FTSP packets sent by the base mote. The mote was
configured to send 10 packets per cycle.
• Ptimestamp are the number of packets containing FTSP timestamps. Each sensor
mote sent one just prior to sending the data packets.
• Pdata are the data packets sent by the sensor motes. The total data packets
(Pdata) sent by a sensor mote during a cycle is Pdc + Pdr, where Pdc is the
number of data packets sent during the data collection phase and Pdr is the
number of resent data packets during the data recovery phase.
• Precovery are the number of packets sent by the base mote to initialise data
recovery. Each packet was addressed to a single mote and contained up to 10
data packet requests.
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Table 7.1: Packet types and the motes from which they originate.
Base mote Sensor mote
Pcontrol Yes Yes
PFTSP Yes No
Ptimestamp No Yes
Pdata No Yes
Precovery Yes No
The packet types and which node generated them are summarised in Table 7.1.
The minimum total packet count for successful operation of the protocol with 15 sensor
motes can then be calculated. The base mote would have sent 2 control packets, 1 for
network initialisation and 1 to request sampling, while the sensor motes each would
have responded to the network initialisation packet (Pcontrol = 2+15). The base mote
was programmed to send 10 FTSP packets (PFTSP = 10) and the sensor motes each
would have sent a single timestamp packet (Ptimestamp = 15) before transmitting their
300 data packets (Pdata = 300×15). Therefore Ptotal = 17+10+15+4500+0 = 4542
packets. This gives a ratio for non-data packets to data packets of 42:4500 or 1:107.14.
The ideal sensornet from above can be expressed as having a goodput of 4500 pack-
ets/cycle using a broad definition of goodput as the number of data packets received
(and logged) per 1 cycle. The goodput ratio, defined here as the goodput divided by
the throughput (total packets sent during 1 cycle) and expressed as a percentage, is
99.1 %.
The goodput remains the same for each cycle provided the losses do not exceed that
which can be recovered. The throughput, and therefore the goodput ratio, are affected
by packet loss. Data packet losses cause the base mote to send recovery packets. A
single recovery packet is sent per sensor mote to request up to 10 data packets to be
recovered. The network initialisation packets are the remaining packets whose count
increase with detected loss.
The throughput for the scenario where a single lost data packet is detected per mote
was calculated to be 4572 packets/cycle. In this scenario, the base mote had to
generate 1 recovery packet per sensor mote, while each sensor mote had to resend 1
data packet. The goodput ratio is 98.43 %.
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7.4 Packet loss
7.4.1 Control packets
Data from the radio logs show that, on average, 1.16 network initialisation control
packets were sent by the base mote during a cycle. On average 1.12 control packets
were detected by the monitoring mote. Sensor motes only send control packets in
response to network initialisation control packets. The lower number of responses
counted is most likely due to interference, causing the base mote to resend its requests,
(though some losses may have occurred at the monitoring mote) as all sensor motes
should have been active during the network initialisation phase.
7.4.2 Data packets
Each sensor mote always sends 300 data packets. Not all packets survive to be logged,
therefore packets need to be recovered. For the cases where all data packets transmit-
ted are successfully received or too many data packets are lost, then Pdata = Pdc + 0.
In the current network configuration, this leads to Pdata = 300 packets per sensor
mote or 4500 packets for the complete network of 15 sensor motes. The sensor motes
have consumed the same amount of energy for both cases, though the usable output
from each case differs considerably. Typically, though, there is some data packet loss
per cycle.
The data collection phase was simulated to look at data packet reception (throughput
and loss). The operation was simulated with an ideal channel and the typical chan-
nel. The effect of roughly synchronised transmission versus passive congestion control
through staggered transmissions was considered. Figure 7.3 shows the mean results
of the simulation. The mean losses with no congestion control were 20 packets (0.444
% loss) and 31.875 packets (0.708 % loss) for the ideal channel and typical channel
respectively. An increase in path loss attenuation of 5 dBm with no congestion control
resulted in an increase to 141.65 packets lost (3.148 % loss) as seen in Figure 7.4.
Congestion control was managed passively by having each sensor mote start transmit-
ting during the data collection transmission state at an offset defined by the number
of sensor motes multiplied by a delay value. A delay value of 10 ms was chosen empir-
ically as it showed reduced losses while maintaining rapid transmission. A comparison
of the effects of a change in the delay parameter under typical channel conditions is
shown in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.3: Data packet reception statistics for the network with and without passive
congestion control (transmission staggering) on an ideal channel and typical channel.
Figure 7.4: Data packet reception statistics as per Figure 7.3, except that PL(d0) has
been increased 5 dBm from that of the typical channel.
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Figure 7.5: The effect on data packet reception of the initial transmission offset with
various delay constants.
The serial logs were analysed to determine the number of data packets received during
normal operation. The mean number of data packets received during normal operation
over 38 sample sets was 4366.03, with a standard deviation of 53.97. Therefore the
mean packet loss during data transmission was 133.97 data packets or 2.98 % of all
data packets sent. The largest loss during this period was 397 data packets or 8.82
% of all data packets sent. This large loss was attributed to a temporarily faulty
mote that did not send any data packets during a single cycle. The largest total loss
ignoring the cycle with the faulty mote was 202 data packets. The mean packet loss
per sensor mote was 7.98 data packets (σ = 2.36 data packets) excluding the single
100 % loss. The single largest data packet loss experienced by an individual mote,
excluding the single 100 % loss above, was 32 data packets or 10.67 % data packet
loss, 2 packets over the threshold for data packet recovery. Only this sample set and
the faulty mote set experienced losses beyond the recovery threshold for the 38 sample
sets.
The base mote sends, on average, 1.36 data recovery packets per sensor mote per
cycle. The mean total recovered packets per cycle was 126.28, less than 10 packets
per node. Therefore packet loss is not distributed evenly, but some motes experience
heavier loss than others. The mean recovered packets is less than the mean loss stated
above as it did not include the packets from the 2 cycles with heavy losses.
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7.5 Causes of packet loss
Packet loss can be attributed to interference and losses on the radio link and flow con-
trol problems through buffer overflows on the base mote. By comparing the analysis
of the serial logs to similar analysis of the radio logs, it was possible to determine the
cause of data packet loss. As the radio monitoring used an independent mote logging
network traffic, if the radio logs showed more data packets received before recovery
began than the serial logs, then the difference in packet counts represents losses at
the base mote rather than channel interference or collisions over the air. Radio logs
cannot be used to gain exact figures as the independent mote is subject to similar
flow control problems as the base mote. No useful information can be gained from
cases where the radio logs show higher losses than the serial logs as the reason for
these higher losses cannot be determined without additional data. The radio logs can,
however, give a fair reflection of the losses occurring at the base mote versus losses
occurring over the air.
Using the same 38 sample sets, taking the difference between the data packet counts
from the serial logs and the radio logs and only using the values where the packet loss
was lower for the radio logs, the following was observed:
• 22 of the 38 cycles had flow control issues.
• The total mean loss for these 22 cycles was 125.86 data packets (σ = 63.05 data
packets).
• The total mean loss for these 22 cycles due to flow control issues was 14.05 data
packets (σ = 13.05 data packets), or approximately 11 % of lost data packets.
• The minimum and maximum lost data packets due to flow control issues in these
22 sample sets were 1 and 51 respectively.
7.6 Latency
Data packet latencies were considered from the perspective of the application layer. It
can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 7.6 that the vast majority of packets
were delivered promptly, within approximately 7 ms, as to be expected for a single
hop network. All data packets were delivered within 13.333 ms when transmission
staggering was implemented. The small spread can be attributed to the operation of
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the CSMA algorithm. The effect of the CSMA back-off algorithm can be seen most
prominently in the plots with no transmission staggering.
The serial and radio monitoring logs were used to estimate latencies in the empirical
tests. The difference in time between the logging computer generated timestamps for
received packets with consecutive sequence numbers was calculated. Only consecutive
sequence numbers were included to avoid large time differences due to missing data
packets. These time differences represent delays introduced in the application, TinyOS
processing delays and CSMA and propagation delays. In addition to these delays,
there are base mote processing delays (including data packet buffering), serial data
transfer and delays in presenting the data from the serial port to a TCP/IP socket
before it can be timestamped by the logging program.
The time differences of the serial and radio logs were closely correlated. Data from
the serial logs were chosen as these timestamps represented that of packets that had
been passed through the base mote under observation rather than an independent
monitoring mote.
An estimate of the latency was derived by subtracting the inter-packet transmission
delay of 15 × 11.7ms (175.5 ms) from the time differences. This yielded a mean of
11.95 ms, σ = 31.96 ms. These values contain a number of delays internal and external
to the observed system as stated above, though they do provide a glimpse into the
transmission latencies.
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7.7 Conclusion and summary
Simulation and empirically gained results of the network protocol were presented. The
protocol had a high data packet to control packet ratio. The data packet losses expe-
rienced in the empirical tests were higher than those of the simulation under similar
conditions, though well within an order of magnitude. A higher loss rate for empirical
tests is to be expected due to the limitations of the simulation and numerous factors
at play in the lab experiments. The simulation typically has immediate transitions
between events, which is not the case in reality. Channel conditions and the presence
of Wi-Fi signals may have contributed to the increase in loss. The channel at which
the primary Wi-Fi source operated was, however, offset from the channel that the
motes were using.
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Chapter 8
System verification
The system was tested to verify its operation according to the design and to quantify
the accuracy and consistency of the results obtained. A network was created using
15 sensor motes. These sensor motes could be configured, through a command from
the base mote, to use up to 6 analogue input channels. A maximum of 6 channels
was a hardware limitation of the TelosB motes. Six channels allowed for 2 3-axis
accelerometers to be attached to a mote.
Two sets of tests were performed. The first tested the bare system with no sensors
attached. The second tested the system with sensors attached in a controlled environ-
ment. Additionally, the system with accelerometers was applied to a 3 phase, 38 kVA
/ 47 kVA, 380 V / 220 V, 50 Hz, AC isolation transformer. This chapter describes
the tests performed on the system without sensors, and presents the results obtained.
8.1 Test configuration
The first tests were run using either an Agilent 33220A 20 MHz function generator
or a voltage divided output from a battery attached to the motes’ ADC inputs. A
Tektronix TDS 2024B digital oscilloscope was used to confirm signals. In all tests
the motes were powered by batteries, unless otherwise stated. The data was analysed
using MATLAB scripts. Original scripts were written by Dr Jevon Davies and adapted
by the author.
Tests were run using the internal 1.5 V ADC reference as experiments on a trans-
former, shown in the following chapter, showed the output voltages from the ac-
celerometers to be very small, but with a DC offset. As such, the 1.5 V reference
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voltage provided better resolution for the small input signals than the internal 2.5 V
ADC reference. The 1.5 V internal reference was stable at a supply voltage down to
2.2 V, whereas the 2.5 V internal reference voltage only allowed for a supply voltage
down to 2.8 V [82]. The 1.5 V reference was therefore the better choice for both small
input signals and long term battery operation.
Each sample set contained 3000 samples divided by the number of channels used, e.g.
600 samples per channel for 6 channel operation. Six channel operation was used
for all tests. In all sample domain plots, only a small, contiguous set of samples was
chosen to illustrate the waveform. These samples were all chosen from midway through
the sample set in time. The mean had been subtracted from the amplitude values,
unless otherwise stated. Frequency spectra were generated by applying a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) over all but the first 100 samples. The large number of samples
were required to generate accurate frequency spectra without further increasing the
sample rate.
8.2 Sample period
The sensor mote software used a 32 kHz clock through the Alarm32khz32C component
and Alarm (and Init) interface for the sample timer. The 32 kHz clock had an external
32.768 kHz crystal as its source. A timer value of 32768 represented 1 second, therefore
the timer incremented in 30.5 µs steps [73]. To achieve a sampling frequency of at
least 1 kHz would therefore require a timer value of 32 giving a sample period of
976.6 µs—a sample frequency of 1024 Hz. However, it was shown empirically that
a timer value of 32 provided a sample frequency of less than 1 kHz. To determine
the actual sample period, a pin was toggled once per sample period. The generated
train of pulses was captured by the oscilloscope and saved to a USB memory stick.
The individual sample periods could be determined by measuring the time between
transitions. The mean sample period measured over 10 half-periods for 32 clock cycles
was 1006 µs. The mean sample period for a timer value of 31 was 976 µs, while it was
calculated to be 946 µs. Both sample periods were approximately 30 µs longer than
their calculated values. It is assumed that the difference was the overhead involved
in using the timer. A captured waveform for 31 clock cycles is shown in Figure 8.1.
It can be seen from the figure that after the fourth transition there is a low level
whose duration is twice that of the others. This occurred when the first 20 or more
samples were removed from the buffer. This longer low level was not present if the de-
queue loop was prevented from running. Checking the generated C code and the nesC
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Figure 8.1: Pulse train from toggling a pin each sample period with a timer value of
31.
source, showed that the function in which the dequeue loop was run, was considered
atomic. All instances of the atomic keyword within this function were replaced with
the following comment: /* atomic removed: atomic calls only */ in the gener-
ated code, as they were redundant. The function would therefore run to completion
with interrupts disabled.
8.3 Effect of supply voltage on sample values
The sensornet nodes were expected to operate for long periods of time and be pow-
ered from batteries or renewable energy sources. Both energy sources would cause
the nodes to experience a change in supply voltage over time. The frequency and
amplitude of a signal were compared at different supply voltages to see the effect of
the voltage change.
In the experiment a 100 Hz, 500 millivolts peak-to-peak (mVpp) sine wave from the
function generator was connected to the ADC channels on a mote. The mote was
powered by a DC power supply with sets of measurements taken at different supply
voltages. Initially, to get a baseline, the mote was powered by USB. Two other motes
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Table 8.1: Peak-to-peak recorded voltages at different supply voltages.
Source USB 2.9 V 2.8 V 2.5 V 2.2 V
ADCpp (ADC units) 2728.20 2725.80 2725.30 2731.10 2727.40
σ (ADC units) 14.97 6.68 5.21 10.48 4.79
Vpp (V) 0.999 0.998 0.998 1.000 0.999
powered by USB were used to complete the network and logged data was analysed
using MATLAB. The mean of the peak-to-peak voltages across 10 sample sets was
collected for each supply voltage level in addition to comparing the frequency of the
signals.
Table 8.1 shows the results obtained for the peak-to-peak voltages (Vpp). The first
row contains the mean ADC peak-to-peak (ADCpp) values for each supply voltage.
The amplitudes for the supply voltages in the acceptable supply voltage range (2.2
V minimum) were within approximately 0.2 % of each other. The ADC values were
converted to volts assuming a stable 1.5 V reference at each supply voltage.
If the baseline measurement is assumed to have a 1.5 V reference and the peak-to-
peak input voltage is the same for each measurement set (0.999 V), then it can be
determined that the reference voltage for the reduced supply voltages remains stable,
only varying between 1.498 V and 1.501 V. This is within the expected range of the
internal reference voltage. The frequency for each test was shown to be 99.9 Hz.
This frequency was obtained in MATLAB, by applying an FFT to the sample domain
data assuming a sample period of 976 µs. Four hundred sample points were used.
The resolution of the frequency was then 1/(400 × 976µs) or 2.561 Hz. By using a
fairly long sample set, the sampled signal could be expressed in the frequency domain
reasonably accurately.
8.4 Amplitude
A DC voltage source was applied to an ADC channel and the sampled values com-
pared to the input signal to determine whether the sampled amplitudes of signals were
accurate representations of the input signal amplitudes. The DC signal was supplied
by a battery through a voltage divider with the output put through an operational
amplifier (op-amp) buffer. The ADC reference voltage was 2.5 V and at 12 bit res-
olution; the ADC values were converted to volts by multiplying the value by 610.5
µV (2.5 V/4095). Table 8.2 lists the voltages measured by the oscilloscope and the
voltages obtained from the mean of the sampled values assuming a reference voltage
of 2.5 V.
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Table 8.2: Comparison of input voltages to measured amplitudes with an ADC refer-
ence of 2.5 V.
Ideal input (mV) 10 50 100 500 1000
Measured input (mV) 10.2 50.1 100 501 1000
Mean (mV) 7.512 47.723 97.948 499.464 993.071
σ (µV) 65 53 88 189 112
% error 26.353 4.745 2.052 0.307 0.693
Table 8.3: Comparison of input voltages to measured amplitudes with an ADC refer-
ence of 1.5 V.
Ideal input (mV) 10 50 100 500 1000
Measured input (mV) 9.92 50.28 100 500 1000
Mean (mV) 6.859 47.034 96.466 494.879 991.535
σ (µV) 21 24 16 34 32
% error 30.857 6.456 3.534 1.024 0.847
The percentage error between the converted voltages and the voltages measured by the
oscilloscope is shown. It can be seen that the measured amplitudes are less accurate
at the lower input signal amplitudes with the 2.5 V internal reference.
The experiment was repeated using the 1.5 V internal reference. The results are shown
in Table 8.3. Both tables show similar results, with highest inaccuracies at very low
amplitudes, that can most likely be attributed to noise.
8.5 Frequency
Sine waves generated by the function generator were used to test the accuracy of the
system with respect to frequency. A portion of the captured signal in the sample
domain, and the Fourier transform of the signal for the 100 Hz and 300 Hz signals are
shown in Figures 8.2 and 8.3 respectively. The mean has been subtracted from ADC
values. The frequency values of the peaks for each Fourier plot are 99.9 Hz and 299.7
Hz, respectively.
The captured signal in the sample domain does not clearly resemble that of the input
signal for Figure 8.3. As the frequency of the input signal tends towards the sampling
frequency, there are too few samples to simply plot the waveform. However, there is
sufficient information to recreate it as can be seen in the Fourier plot.
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Figure 8.2: The sample domain plot and Fourier transform for channel 0 on mote C
with 100Hz sine wave input.
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Figure 8.3: The sample domain plot and Fourier transform for channel 0 on mote C
with 300Hz sine wave input.
8.6 Synchronisation
The manner in which the ADC was used for sampling means that there was a difference
in time between the sampling of each channel at each sample point. The hardware
did not permit simultaneous sampling of multiple channels.
The ADC sampling was done in sequence-of-channels mode using the internal ADC
oscillator with the multiple sample and convert (MSC) bit set. This meant that the
time taken between sampling each channel was the sum of the sample time (tsample),
the conversion time and the result storage time as can be seen in Figure 8.4. The
conversion time and result storage time were set to 12 clock cycles and 1 clock cycle
respectively, while tsample was set by the user [80].
In addition to there being a difference in time between channels on a single mote,
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Figure 8.4: State diagram for sequence-of-channels mode. Reprinted from [80].
there was also a difference in sampling start times between sensor motes. Though
the motes used the same hardware and ran the same software, minor differences in
hardware components resulted in clock skew between motes. The motes were not
started simultaneously, which resulted in offsets between timers.
Therefore, it was necessary to determine the the time difference between channels on
a single mote (inter-channel) and between channels on different motes (inter-mote)
for each sample point.
The sampled data provided an amplitude measurement, in ADC units, for each chan-
nel, for each sample point. Each sample point was 1 sample period apart in time.
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Though the difference in time between channels could not be directly measured, ADC
channels sampling the same signal have different amplitude values due to the dif-
ferences in sampling times. If a linear signal is applied simultaneously to the ADC
channels of each sensor mote, then the slope of the signal can be calculated. With
the slope known, the portion of the sample period that is equivalent to a change of 1
ADC unit can be used to determine the timing between channels.
A 100 Hz triangle wave was applied simultaneously to the ADC channels of each mote.
Consecutive sample points from parallel slopes were extracted from the sample sets.
The difference between these sample points was calculated for channel 0 on each mote
and can be seen in Table 8.4. The table shows the relationship between amplitude and
time. These values were calculated using a sample period of 976 µs, as determined in
Section 8.2.
The method used to obtain the values in Table 8.4, and the timing data from the
table were used for calculating the inter-channel and inter-mote synchronisation.
8.6.1 Inter-channel synchronisation
The expected time between channels was tsample plus the conversion time and result
storage time. The MSP430 user guide lists the following equation for selecting an
appropriate sample time (tsample) [80]:
tsample > (RS +RI)× ln(2
13)× CI + 800ns, (8.1)
where RS is the output resistance of the accelerometer, RI is the input resistance of
the multiplexed ADC, and CI is the ADC input capacitance. RI is given as 2 kΩ and
CI as 40 pF. The LIS352AX accelerometer has an output impedance of 32 kΩ [78]
and so, from the equation, needs a tsample of greater than 13.06 µs. A time of 13.06
µs is equal to 65.3 clock cycles of the 5 MHz ADC oscillator. The closest selectable
number of clock cycles for a tsample greater than 65.3 is 96 clock cycles, which was
consequentially chosen.
The time between samples was therefore 109 ADC clock cycles (96 + 12 + 1). The
ADC oscillator has an expected typical frequency of 5 MHz making the expected time
between samples approximately 21.8 µs [80]. This meant that for a 500 Hz waveform,
the difference in time between any 2 channels on the same mote would be 1.09 % of
the period and the difference between the first and last (sixth) channel sampled would
be 109 µs or 5.45 % of the period.
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and its inverse, assuming a sample period of 976 µs.
Mote A Mote B Mote C Mote D Mote E Mote F Mote G Mote H
Mean (ADC units) 640.194 642.098 638.803 636.118 632.166 643.767 641.761 645.322
σ (ADC units) 11.173 10.809 9.752 8.504 10.994 10.418 8.185 8.134
Minimum value (ADC units) 475.000 486.000 465.000 501.000 462.000 454.000 495.000 501.000
Maximum value (ADC units) 714.000 711.000 688.000 673.000 746.000 724.000 683.000 674.000
Amplitude/time (ADC units/µs) 0.656 0.658 0.655 0.652 0.648 0.660 0.658 0.661
Time/amplitude (µs/ADC unit) 1.525 1.520 1.528 1.534 1.544 1.516 1.521 1.512
Mote I Mote J Mote K Mote L Mote M Mote N Mote O
Mean (ADC units) 652.474 640.647 635.102 633.027 633.649 639.320 638.922
σ (ADC units) 9.668 10.226 8.474 9.093 12.350 11.104 9.935
Minimum value (ADC units) 507.000 467.000 465.000 504.000 444.000 451.000 432.000
Maximum value (ADC units) 706.000 730.000 676.000 706.000 776.000 757.000 713.000
Amplitude/time (ADC units/µs) 0.669 0.656 0.651 0.649 0.649 0.655 0.655
Time/amplitude (µs/ADC unit) 1.496 1.523 1.537 1.542 1.540 1.527 1.528
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The mean time between consecutive channels was calculated as 22.765 µs with a
standard deviation of 10.932 µs. These calculations were made by taking the change
in ADC values on parallel slopes between channels on mote A and applying the time
per amplitude value for mote A from Table 8.4. This test was run on the 6-channel
sensor mote software and used 20 sample sets. The channels used were those available
at the extension headers. These were channels 0, 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7, and were sampled in
that sequence. For simplicity, the channels will be referred to as 0–5 for the remainder
of the document.
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Figure 8.5: The difference in time between channels relative to channel 0.
Figure 8.5 shows the mean of the differences in time between the channels relative to
channel 0.
There were 109 ADC clock cycles between consecutive samples. A mean time between
channels of 22.765 µs gave an ADC clock time of 4.788 MHz. This was slower than
the typical 5 MHz value but well within the specified range of values for the internal
ADC clock.
Knowing the mean difference in time between channels enabled plotting the measured
signal in the time domain, as opposed to the sample domain shown thus far. Figure
8.6 shows a plot of channel 0 and channel 5, the first and last channels sampled, in
the sample domain and Figure 8.7 shows the same plot adjusted to the time domain.
Comparisons of the signals can now be done relative to time.
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Figure 8.6: A portion of the measured signal as captured by channel 0 and channel 5
on mote A in the sample domain.
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Figure 8.7: The same portion of the measured signal from Figure 8.6 transferred to
the time domain.
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8.6.2 Inter-mote synchronisation
Each sample set from each mote had an accompanying FTSP timestamp that repre-
sented the global time—generated by the sensor mote—before the start of a sample
set. These timestamps were used to determine the sampling time offsets of motes
relative to each other. However, these timestamps had a granularity of 30.5 µs.
The FTSP timestamp differences relative to Mote A’s timestamp are shown in Figure
8.8. Eight consecutive sets of timestamps are shown, with 2 sets of timestamps per
plot. The motes were typically within 1 to 2 clock cycles apart.
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Figure 8.8: The FTSP timestamps relative to Mote A’s timestamp are shown for 8
consecutive timestamps. Each plot shows 2 consecutive sets of timestamps, repre-
sented by the plus sign and circle, respectively.
An experiment was run to illustrate the use of time synchronisation. The test set up
was as before, however, 2 motes were set to start 21 clock cycles early, while another
2 motes were set to start 21 clock cycles late. Twenty one clock cycles was chosen
as it was approximately 1/16th of the period of a 100 Hz signal. Figure 8.9 shows a
portion of the sampled signal from channel 0 on each mote, arbitrarily chosen from
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sample set 8. The signal is plotted in the sample domain. Figure 8.10 shows the same
portion of the sampled signal plotted in the time domain. The accuracy is limited by
the 30.5 µs clock unit.
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Figure 8.9: Sample domain plot of a portion of sample set number 8.
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Figure 8.10: Time domain plot of the samples from Figure 8.9.
The difference in time between any 2 channels is then the inter-channel delay between
the channels and the inter-mote offset taken from the FTSP timestamps.
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8.7 Summary
The sensornet data logging system has been evaluated in terms of its ability to recre-
ate the amplitude and frequency of input signals. The frequency is accurately cap-
tured but amplitudes are inaccurate at small amplitudes, as the signal-to-noise ratio
decreases. Change in supply voltage has an insignificant effect on the accuracy, pro-
vided the supply voltage remains within the normal operating range. Synchronisation
between channels on a mote and across motes has been quantified.
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Chapter 9
Vibration measurement testing
These tests show the operation of the system with accelerometers attached. The
system was tested in a laboratory setting on a vibrating platform, described below.
The application of the system to transformer vibration measurement is also included.
9.1 Testing the system with sensors
These tests used an Agilent 33220A 20 MHz function generator as an input to a
Crest Audio CA 6 amplifier. This setup was used to drive a vibration platform. The
platform comprised a flat plastic sheet mounted on a box attached onto the cone
of a speaker to provide a level platform for placing accelerometers and piezoelectric
cantilevers for vibration testing. This vibration platform was developed by D. J. de
Villiers [14] and can be seen in Figure 9.1. A Tektronix TDS 2024B digital oscilloscope
was used for measuring the outputs from the accelerometers.
For the following tests, the sensors were placed on the vibration platform as shown in
Figure 9.2. There were 6 3-axis sensors, 2 per mote, and the 6-channel sensor mote
software was used. The synchronisation tests used 15 sensors, with 1 sensor per mote.
The three central sensors had all 3 axes sampled, while the remaining sensors only
supplied a z axis output for the synchronisation tests. The motes in the 15 mote tests
were powered with AA batteries, while the smaller network tests used USB power.
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Figure 9.1: The vibration platform used for testing accelerometers.
Figure 9.2: Positioning of sensors on vibration platform. The positions are shown in
the same orientation as the platform in Figure 9.1.
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Table 9.1: Comparison of amplitudes measured for accelerometer 1 on mote B.
X axis Y axis Z axis
Oscilloscope
Mean (mV) 24.16 32.31 521.60
σ (mV) 0.61 1.63 2.19
Mote B
Channel 0 (x) 1 (y) 2 (z)
Mean (mV) 22.71 30.04 515.87
σ(mV) 1.43 1.18 0.86
9.1.1 Amplitude
The following experiments were performed to determine the accuracy of the ampli-
tudes of the sampled signals.
The vibration platform, configured as described above, was fed a 100 Hz sine wave.
The outputs of the accelerometers were sampled by the motes and logged to the com-
puter. In addition, the outputs of one of the accelerometers were captured using the
oscilloscope. Ten sets of values were collected and the mean and standard deviation
calculated. Peak-to-peak voltages were obtained by using the peak-to-peak measure-
ment function on the oscilloscope and by getting the minimum and maximum values
of the sample set waveforms in MATLAB.
The results of the tests measuring the x, y and z axes of the first accelerometer on
mote B are summarised in Table 9.1. The x, y and z axes were connected to ADC
channels 0, 1 and 2, respectively. The motes all used a 2.5 V ADC reference. As such,
the ADC values were converted to voltages with Vin = NADC ×VR+/4095, where VR+
is the reference voltage, NADC is the value from the ADC and Vin is the input voltage
[80].
It can be seen from the table that the values measured by the mote closely match
those obtained from the oscilloscope. There is a greater discrepancy at very small
amplitudes, as seen in the previous chapter.
9.1.2 Frequency
The vibration platform was controlled with a sinusoidal input. Data captured with
the oscilloscope were compared with data captured by the motes. The experiment
was repeated three times with an input frequency of 100 Hz, 300 Hz and 500 Hz.
Figures 9.3, 9.4 and 9.5 show the 100 Hz, 300 Hz and 500 Hz signals from the z axis
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for the oscilloscope and mote captures in the frequency domain. The data from the
oscilloscope was sampled with a 20 µs sample period, and 2500 samples were provided.
This created frequency divisions of 20 Hz.
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Figure 9.3: Mote B, z axis frequency spectrum plotted from oscilloscope data (left)
and mote ADC data (right) with a 100 Hz sinusoidal input.
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Figure 9.4: Mote B, z axis frequency spectrum plotted from oscilloscope data (left)
and mote ADC data (right) with a 300 Hz sinusoidal input.
9.1.3 Synchronisation
By using the inter-channel delay measured in Section 8.6.1, the sampled waveform can
be shown in the time domain. Figure 9.6 shows a portion of the waveform captured
by the mote in the sample domain. The sensors were being subjected to motion
caused by the platform being driven by a 100 Hz sine wave. Figure 9.7 shows the
same portion of the sampled signal in the time domain using the known inter-channel
delays. Imperfections in the sensor boards and noise on the input signal contribute
to slight differences between the two channels.
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Figure 9.5: Mote B, z axis frequency spectrum plotted from oscilloscope data (left)
and mote ADC data (right) with a 500 Hz sinusoidal input.
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Figure 9.6: Z axis measurements from 2 accelerometers on mote A in response to a
100 Hz sine wave in the sample domain.
To illustrate the synchronisation between motes, the output from the z axis of each
mote was plotted. The experiment matches that described in Section 8.6.2, with 4
motes out of sync with the others. Two of the motes were 21 clock cycles ahead of
the majority, while 2 of the motes were 21 clock cycles behind the majority of motes.
Figure 9.8 shows part of the sampled signal in the sample domain, while Figure 9.9
shows the same portion of the sampled signal in the time domain.
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Figure 9.7: Z axis measurements from 2 accelerometers on mote A in response to a
100 Hz sine wave in the time domain.
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Figure 9.8: Z axis measurements from accelerometers on channel 0 across each mote
in response to a 100 Hz sine wave in the sample domain.
9.2 Transformer application
The application of power transformer monitoring was proposed. As such it was nec-
essary to run the system to measure the vibrations of a transformer. A 3 phase, 38
kVA / 47 kVA, 380 V / 220 V, 50 Hz, AC isolation transformer that was used to
supply power to the heavy current laboratory on the CPUT Cape Town campus was
used. This was conveniently located on campus and presented the opportunity to
test various sensor configurations on the transformer in an indoor, fairly controlled
environment. The transformer, shown in Figure 9.10, measured 720 mm by 960 mm
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Figure 9.9: Z axis measurements from accelerometers on channel 0 across each mote
in response to a 100 Hz sine wave transferred to the time domain.
by 335 mm with cooling pipes attached on the two larger sides. Measurements were
taken on the unencumbered section of the transformer tank, between the cooling
pipes. This area measured 720 mm by 560 mm.
A network was configured on the one side of the transformer using 15 sensor motes.
The network measured vibrations perpendicular to the transformer surface at 15
points. The positions of the sensors are shown in Figure 9.11. The predominantly
single axis sensors (some sampled 3 axes) were centred 144 mm apart horizontally
and 186.7 mm apart vertically.
The sample and frequency domain plots from the centre single axis sensor are shown
in Figure 9.12. There are strong 100 Hz and 200 Hz components. Magnetostriction
in the core would be the dominant cause of the 100 Hz component [74].
Figure 9.13 shows plots representing the displacement of the tank surface from data
sampled at each single-axis measured point for 100 Hz, 200 Hz, 300 Hz and 500 Hz.
This was achieved by twice integrating the absolute magnitude data of each frequency
of interest after converting the magnitude to acceleration in m/s2. This was done in
the frequency domain by dividing the magnitude by ω2 for each chosen frequency.
These values were inserted at the relevant co-ordinates of a zeroed grid representing
the transformer tank surface. A Gaussian low pass filter was created and applied to
the grid to smooth the surface to represent the movement of the rigid tank surface.
Figure 9.14 shows a comparison of 2 sensors in time. One sensor is at the far left
of the transformer (closest to the wall in Figure 9.10) and the other sensor is at the
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Figure 9.10: Isolation transformer with 15 sensor motes.
Figure 9.11: Positions of single and three axis sensors on transformer tank.
centre. It can be seen from the plot that the 100 Hz components of each signal are
approximately 180◦ out of phase.
The bottom row of sensor motes was removed from the configuration described above
and placed opposite the sensors of the centre row (from Figure 9.11). Figure 9.15
shows the central sensor on opposite sides in the time domain, while Figure 9.16
shows the captured data in the frequency domain.
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Figure 9.12: The time domain and frequency domain plots for the central sensor on
the transformer.
9.3 Summary
A set of tests was run on the system with samples taken from attached accelerometers.
The accelerometers were mounted on a vibration platform. Oscilloscope measure-
ments from accelerometers closely match sampled values. Sensornets were deployed
on an isolation transformer. While it is outside the scope of this project to interpret
the results as related to the internal workings of the transformer, one can clearly see
the 100 Hz component caused by magnetostriction in the core.
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(a) 100 Hz (b) 200 Hz
(c) 300 Hz (d) 500 Hz
Figure 9.13: Plots of the displacement of the tank surface at approximately 100 Hz,
200 Hz, 300 Hz and 500 Hz.
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Figure 9.14: Measured values (with the mean removed) from 2 sensors on the trans-
former. The sensors are positioned along the middle row at the far left and in the
centre.
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Figure 9.15: Time domain plot of 2 sensors centrally placed on the transformer tank
opposite each other.
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Figure 9.16: Frequency domain plot of 2 sensors centrally placed on the transformer
tank opposite each other.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and future work
A sensornet for logging time synchronised data was designed and implemented in
TinyOS on TelosB motes. The system comprised sensor motes to which accelerometers
were attached and a base mote that controlled the system and forwarded collected
data to a logging program. The sensor mote software was designed to be as simple as
possible. The base mote configured the network and provided a global reference time
to the sensor motes. The base mote also requested sampling to begin and tracked
dropped data packets to provide a reliable data collection scheme. The amount of lost
data considered recoverable was limited as the cost in energy to recover a large number
of packets was high and empirical evidence showed that there was only very limited
packet loss. The data logger wrote data and meta-data (currently only timestamps)
to CSV files for later analysis. Sample sets with unrecovered data had files labeled,
rather than outright discarded, in case there was a use for partial data sets.
The protocol was analysed and compared to simulated results. The protocol had
a high data packet to control packet ratio. The simulations showed the reducing
effect on packet loss and latency of staggering data packet transmission to reduce
network interference. Empirically measured packet losses were higher than simulated
measurements. This was expected as there were many small, low level timing and
operation processes that were not included in the simulation that, though small, may
have affected the results. Channel conditions and the presence of external interference
may have contributed to the increase in losses. Further research into the matter is
required.
Results show that measured signals were reproduced with high accuracy of frequency
and amplitude, except at small amplitudes where the signal to noise ratio was poor.
The mean delay between consecutive samples on a mote was 22.765 µs, close to
the expected 21.8 µs calculated assuming a 5 MHz clock source. FTSP timestamps
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enabled data from different motes to be synchronised in time, with a resolution of
30.5 µs. The sensor mote timestamps were typically within 1 to 2 clock cycles of each
other. Phase comparisons between channels on different motes can be performed, but
with limited accuracy due to the offsets.
The system was tested on an isolation transformer as per the proposed application of
transformer monitoring. The measurements showed the dominant frequencies to be
100 Hz, 200 Hz, 300 Hz and 500 Hz. Further analysis is required to interpret these
results.
10.1 Future work
If the output impedance of the accelerometers can be reduced, then the ADC sample
time can be reduced, which will result in shorter delays between consecutive samples.
This will increase the accuracy of phase difference measurements. It will also help with
sampling higher frequencies if necessary. A buffer on the output of the accelerometer
will provide a low output impedance at the cost of additional hardware and a larger
sensor board.
Empirical tests have shown that the current sampling rate is close to the maximum
sample rate the program will allow. If one were to consider higher sample rates, then
the software would have to be carefull scrutinised to facilitate the increased sample
rate.
The project was developed using off the shelf TelosB motes, however these motes have
limitations for future research and are unsuited to field deployment. Most notably,
only a limited set of pins are available at extension headers and the USB components
add unnecessary cost and PCB space. A problem encountered during testing was, at
times, poor connections at the expansion headers that forced certain experiments to
be repeated. The issue of plugin connectors in the field was noted by Mainwaring et
al. [55] during their Great Duck Island deployment. Creating a custom mote based
on the Epic mote core should be considered for future development.
Though logging data to text files was convenient and appropriate for current testing,
long term deployment would benefit from logging directly to a database.
The possibility of compressing data on the sensor motes prior to transmission should
be investigated to reduce the amount of data sent and therefore reduce the power
consumption.
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Storing additional meta-data, such as supply voltage and temperature, from the sensor
motes may prove useful in calibrating data.
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